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MAKE PL ANS FOR GOAL ACHIEVEMENT
Though it is importantant when creating your product or concept business case to ensure that the requirement is sufficient, but the requirement should not only 
concentrate on the on the cost needed to develop the new product but also look at the charges needed to successfully take it to market while progressing the demand 
for the product.

Funds and resources are on part of ensuring product success but do not determine the successful arrival of the product in the market. 

“Modification of befall” should be avoided; that is, cutting off parts in the go-to-market phase investment, so as to produce business case with optimum costs reliable 
for its approval.

It is important to note that the investment required should be sufficient to develop the product and fly it successfully to market. 
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DIVIDE INTO CL ASSES WHERE YOUR PRODUCT 
L AUNCHES BELONG
Capture the classes to which your new product falls into. State the meaning of the classes and understand the probable activities and supporting sales and marketing 
purposes. The go-to-market are categorized into four(4), which are; strategic, major, moderate and minor. 

CAREFULLY INSPECT THE TYPES OF L AUNCH CATEGORY
It is very important that all of the elements are arranged in place in other to ensure a good outcome. Go-to-market check lists for different classes will enable the 
provision of a wide range of a firm approach to the go-to-market process.
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BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROPOSED OUTCOME
There are factors that may hamper the go-to-market launches success, so make sure to abstain completely from such factor and be ready to be responsive and 
accountable for desired outcome. Progressing rapidly with utopian target or objective is most likely to mean that you are unsuccessful even before the start and in 

ASSIGN A L AUNCH PILOT
A launch pilot will help you sit comfortably around a small market or group while you maintain a tight control. The are probabilities that high force or pressure would 
occur in order to get the new product to market as fast as possible so as to get the income approaching the business on time. Cases of launching whereby elements 
put together are not correct or not complete, it will be difficult to launch with the exact energy  and outcomes. You are likely to pick field trials in order to test the new 
product. You should also bethink on early field pilot markets or groups so as to test your go-to-market approach.
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YOUR PURPOSE IS ESTABLISHED BY THE IMPACT 
OF YOUR L AUNCH
Being adequately prepared before launching is one of the major factor to consider, otherwise, it might result into your launch falling low. Strictly note the items 
against the launch class or category. Check lists are set before embarking on the launch mission. Apply optimum pressure and a maintained conviction particularly for 
the strategic and also the major launch types, thereby setting a wis impression concerning your new product with your aimed audience.

THE ACTUAL EFFORT STARTS AFTER THE F IRST L AUNCH
Persistent determination is required in this phase. When the time finally comes get to work, it is only mutual that everybody spin in the opposite way and search for 
the next new product with the mind that the launch is over and the product has arrived. You should understand the phrase “product has arrived” can only be achieved 
when the desired income or revenue stream and target for each of the post-launch landmark are accomplished. Do not relent, especially for those strategic and major 
product launches. Consciousness, interest, action, want is generally acknowledged as the process a purchase will go through when purchasing your new product. 
Uphold optimum strength of your launch and communication plan all through.
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MARKETING AND SELLING HIGH-TECH PRODUCT TO 
MAINSTREAM CUSTOMERS SUCCESSFULLY
Geoffrey A.Moore suggested that there is a chasm between the early adopters of the product and the early majority. He attempts to explore the differences and suggest 
the techniques to successfully cross the chasm including choosing a target market, understanding the whole product concept,etc. It is very frequent for businesses to 
believe they have obtain a level of success after a few early sales to innovators and even early adopters for sales to rapidly fall. The new product in this case is believed 
to have collapsed into the chasm between early adopters and the early majority or mainstream. A regulated focus and struggle is required especially the chasm 
crossing cycle between the buyer types in order to effectively arrive in the mainstream market.

INVOLVE MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION
The best way is to identity a market section or specialization and then focus on it to obtain a deep knowledge of the elements required for success. If you make effort to 
launch everywhere at the same time, even when you wish to launch a new product that goes onto to attain a noticeable development and market share, it might lead to 
a waste of effort and surely deliver an unyielding result unless you have a good marketing budget and also, unlimited materials.
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PERFORM A BUSINESS-EXTENSIVE PROJECT APPROACH
After successfully creating your business and making plans for the process needed in moving your idea from concept to reality, it is necessary to design your go-
to-market plan. Make sure that all the group members remembers the go-to-launch success standard and progress that is being made. Information on progress 
to progress to stakeholders should be ensured. Provision if resources needed in the departments should be ensured especially in the sales. Get confirmation after 
assigning the different variables to respective owners.

HAVE A GLIMPSE OF SUCCESS
Since you won’t prefer your stakeholders to start questioning your efforts and investment immediately you start progressing from your own Outlook, intend premature 
launch success landmarks and ensure that all your stakeholders are carried along. Frequent report progress and creation of go-to-market traffic light performance 
scorecard to all the stakeholders should be made available.
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CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENT
An encouraging atmosphere with the right recompense will aid establish a desire to be involved in taking the next new product to the market. Have a feel knowledge 
concerning your landmark or milestones, celebrate and make public your success. It requires less to introduce a highly encouraging atmosphere that introduces 
reward for the go-to-market group success.


